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CD4+LAG3+T cells are decreased in SSc-ILD
and affect fibroblast mesenchymal transition
by TGF-b3

Linmang Qin,1,3 Haobo Lin,1,3 Fu Zhu,2,3 Jieying Wang,1 Tianxiao Feng,1 Ting Xu,1 Guangfeng Zhang,1

and Xiao Zhang1,4,*

SUMMARY

Pulmonary fibrosis frequently occurs in rheumatic conditions, particularly systemic sclerosis-associated
interstitial lung disease (SSc-ILD). The pathology involves cell transformation into interstitial structures
and collagen accumulation. CD4+LAG3+T cells, known for immune inhibition, are relevant in autoimmu-
nity. This study investigates CD4+LAG3+T cells in SSc-ILD. Clinical analysis revealed a correlation between
CD4+LAG3+T cells and interleukin-6 (IL-6) and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). Using primary human
lung fibroblasts (pHLFs) and murine bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs), we showed that
CD4+LAG3+T cells secreted TGF-b3 inhibits TGF-b1-induced mesenchymal transformation, modulates
cellular function, and reduces collagen release. In mouse models, CD4+LAG3+T cells exhibited potential
in alleviating bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis. This study emphasizes CD4+LAG3+T cells’ therapeu-
tic promise against fibrosis and proposes their role as biomarkers.

INTRODUCTION

Pulmonary fibrosis stands as a recurrent and intricate clinical ailment characterized by its multifaceted etiologies. The disease is invariably

accompanied by a state of prolonged immune-mediated inflammation, heralding the activation of myofibroblasts. These myofibroblasts

assume the mantle of principal effectors in the propagation of pulmonary fibrosis, primarily originating from lung fibroblasts and epithelial

cells. They orchestrate the excessive secretion of collagen, a cumulatively aberrant deposition within the pulmonary milieu. The accrued

collagen precipitates structural detriment to both the pulmonary mesenchymal and alveolar architecture, precipitating a cascade of events

culminating in the erosion of lung ventilatory function, culminating inexorably in respiratory insufficiency.1,2

In the realm of clinical observation, numerous rheumatic disorders, encompassing systemic sclerosis, dermatomyositis, rheumatoid

arthritis, and Sjogren’s syndrome, harbor the capacity to incite mesenchymal lung maladies. The natural progression of such conditions often

gravitates toward the eventual emergence of pulmonary fibrosis, and at an advanced stage, even respiratory failure.3,4 The dearth of effica-

cious therapeutic modalities engenders formidable challenges for afflicted patients. Regulatory approval from the US Food and Drug Admin-

istration has been conferred upon agents like pirfenidone and nintedanib for the clinical management of pulmonary fibrosis.5,6 These agents

operate by curtailing the transition of lung fibroblasts into myofibroblasts. Notably, the preponderant pro-inflammatory mediator instru-

mental in promoting myofibroblast transition is TGF-b1.7,8 This growth factor consortium orchestrates a spectrum of cellular differentiation

processes inclusive of epithelial-mesenchymal transition, T cell differentiation, and macrophage polarization.9 Amongst these, TGF-b1 trig-

gers the upregulation of markers associated with mesenchymal transition within lung fibroblasts, typified by a-smooth muscle actin (a-SMA)

and fibronectin. These alterations are accompanied by pronounced changes in cytoskeletal architecture, heightened migratory and prolifer-

ative capacities, alongside an augmented propensity for collagen synthesis.10,11

Dissimilar to the pro-fibrotic attributes attributed to TGF-b1, TGF-b3 has garnered consensus in its propensity to counteract fibrosis and

impede the undue accrual of extracellular matrix components.12 As propounded by Karamichos et al., the potential of TGF-b3 as an anti-

fibrotic agent has been cogently established, manifesting its ability to ameliorate corneal fibrosis through a regressive course of action.

This capacity renders TGF-b3 a potent candidate for the amelioration of fibroblast and matrix-mediated fibrotic elements, effectively

assuming the role of a ‘‘rescue’’ modality.2 In parallel, the investigations of Xu et al. culminate in the efficacious application of TGF-b3 as a

therapeutic intervention, effectively mitigating the severity of pulmonary fibrosis in murine models induced by radiation exposure.13 In the

spectrum of cutaneous fibrotic phenomena, TGF-b3 emerges as a discerning agent, effectively attenuating scarring manifestations.14
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Correspondingly, therapeutic intervention featuring TGF-b3 has been underscored as instrumental in abrogating the proliferative proclivities

of smooth muscle cells.15 This phenomenon, reasonably inferred, may be rooted in the augmentation of G1 cell-cycle arrest, thereby osten-

sibly bolstering the process of DNA damage repair. Parallel instances of analogous import are extant within enterocyte crypt cells, bolstering

the notion of TGF-b3’s pervasive influence.16 It hence follows that TGF-b3 assumes a central determinant role, intricately choreographing the

dynamics of cellular transition and proliferation.

LAG3 stands as a sanguine target within the landscape of cancer therapeutics, accentuated by its pivotal stature as the secondmost salient

target subsequent to PD1.17 Clinical evaluations pertinent to the efficacy of LAG3-targeted interventions are presently underway, a salient

trajectory endorsed by the pervasive abnormal activation of the LAG3 pathway observed within neoplastic entities.18 Conversely, anomalies

in both PD1 and LAG3 pathways are inextricably linked to the etiopathogenesis of autoimmune disorders.19,20 To counteract this, concerted

endeavors are being directed toward the development of LAG3-specific agonists such as IMP761, poised to orchestrate upstream activation

of T lymphocytes while concurrently assuaging autoimmune maladies.21 Comprising a subset of immune-negative regulatory entities,

LAG3+T cells have garnered scrutiny owing to their secretion of TGF-b3 and additional immune-negative regulatory factors. Research spear-

headed byOkamura et al. has unveiled that CD4+CD25�LAG3+ regulatory T cells evoke substantial TGF-b3 production through amechanism

reliant upon zinc finger transcription factor early growth response 2 (EGR2) and Fas-mediated modalities. Instances of these LAG3+Tregs

being administered to murine models afflicted with lupus nephritis have evinced noteworthy attenuation in renal disease progression, a

phenomenon notably countered by neutralizing antibodies targeting TGF-b3, thereby underscoring the therapeutic efficacy of LAG3+T cells

vis-à-vis the ailment.22 Notably, the study by Gertel et al. found that CD4+LAG3+T cells decreased in patients with psoriatic arthritis.23 the

LAG3+Tregs cell population was reduced in the context of rheumatoid arthritis.24 This posits that LAG3+Tregs could potentially deter the

progression of autoimmune pathogenesis.

In the specific context of renal transplantation murine models, LAG3 deficiency has been implicated in fibrotic sequelae, albeit without

impeding the instigation of tolerance induction toward spontaneously accepted allografts, hence emblematic of its plausible therapeutic

role in regard to transplantation outcomes.25 A more nuanced interrogation is imperative to plumb the depths of immune dysregulation

that foments the transition from inflammatory processes within tissues to the mantle of fibrotic transformation, an intricate orchestration

observable within the terrain of rheumatic pathologies.

Considering these considerations, the current investigation undertook a multifaceted approach that amalgamated bioinformatics ana-

lyses with experiment methodologies. Our primary objective entailed a pioneering endeavor to discern the intricate nexus shared between

CD4+LAG3+T cells and the milieu of SSc-ILD. Concomitant with this, we embarked upon a comprehensive exploration of the influences

exerted by CD4+LAG3+T cells upon lung fibroblasts and macrophages within an in vitro milieu. This systematic inquiry led to an expansive

elucidation of their manifold impacts upon the intricacies of the pulmonary fibrotic process. The comprehensive panorama thus delineated is

substantiated by corroborative evidence stemming from in vivo experimentation conducted on animal models. This collective scholarly exer-

tion culminates in the provision of novel empirical insights, thus furnishing a fresh vantage point and potential target within the broader land-

scape of immune regulatory processes intertwined with organ fibrogenesis.

RESULTS

We collected data of 23 patients with SSc and 36 patients with SSc-ILDwho visitedGuangdong Provincial People’s Hospital from 2021 to 2022

(Table 1). The patients’ lung tissues were examined by morphological staining and immunofluorescence (Figures S1A and S1B) and we

analyzed the patients’ laboratory tests. The data amassed herein demonstrate that the affirmative occurrence of anti-Scl-70 antibodies among

SSc patients reached 34.78%, whereas within the subset of SSc-ILD patients, this rate escalated to 58.33%. However, the statistical significance

of this observation was not attained as denoted by the p value. The presence of anti-Scl-70 antibodies, a well-established hallmark of SSc, has

been explored in relation to its potential linkage to ILD.26 Among the cohort of 23 SSc patients, 8 individuals (34.8%) exhibited poikiloderma,

whereas a distinct contrast manifested within the SSc-ILD stratum where only 4 patients (11.1%) evidenced such dermatological manifesta-

tions. This accord between our observations and extant literature corroborates the etiological relevance of poikiloderma within the purview

of SSc’s immunopathological processes and its consequential vascular compromise. Pertinent to the biochemical milieu, it was ascertained

that 8.7% of SSc patients exhibited heightened ESR, while within the cohort of 36 SSc-ILD patients, 25 individuals (69.4%) demonstrated

Table 1. Basic information of SSc patients with and without ILD

Element

Diagnosis

c2 p valueSSc SSc-ILD

Gender Female 18 (78.3%) 26 (72.2%) 0.270 0.603

Male 5 (21.7%) 10 (27.8%)

Age <65 18 (78.3%) 24 (66.7%) 0.920 0.338

R65 5 (21.7%) 12 (33.3%)

Data are represented as forms of count and percentage. Statistical significance was analysis by chi-square test for comparison between groups.
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elevated ESR levels. A meticulous scrutiny of the data, as assessed by the c2 test, renders evident a statistically significant distinction

(c2 = 5.563, p = 0.018) (see STAR Methods for additional details). ESR, functioning as a conventional non-specific biomarker, bears utility

in gauging the activity of the disease as well as the extent of inflammatory engagement. It is conjectured that the persistence of inflammatory

responses precipitates sustained morphological changes within the pulmonary tissue architecture. The cascade of lung inflammation serves

as a stimulus for lung cells to unleash extracellular matrix constituents, typified by collagen, a phenomenon concomitant with fibrotic trans-

formations. In concordance with the proinflammatory milieu, IL-6 occupies a prominent role, both as an instigator of inflammation and an

orchestrator of alveolar wall fibrosis. Remarkably, the current study has unveiled a substantial correlation between elevated IL-6 levels and

SSc-ILD patients. Precisely, 39.1% of SSc patients exhibited elevated IL-6 concentrations, while a notable 69.4% of SSc-ILD patients displayed

a comparable elevation. This discrepancy is strikingly significant in terms of its statistical validation. Collectively, our observations suggest that

augmented ESR, a constellation of clinical signs indicative of ILD in SSc patients, as well as the presence of positive anti-Scl-70 antibodies

might collectively serve as predictive indicators for the presence of ILD among this patient cohort. A comprehensive summation of these

findings is encapsulated within Table 2 for reference.

Bioinformatics analysis of LAG3 and EGR2 expression in SSc-ILD disease

EGR2 serves as a pivotal transcription factor intricately engaged in the orchestration of T cell differentiation and activation processes. The

literature delineates that deviations in EGR2 functionality are intimately linked to the etiology and progression of autoimmune disorders.

LAG3, functioning as a counteractive regulatory molecule, contributes substantively to the regulation of immune retorts exhibited by

T cells and immunocytes at large. Diminished LAG3 expression imparts an impetus for heightened autoimmune responses. Considering

these insights, it is plausible to posit that EGR2 and LAG3 could potentially occupy pivotal roles within the pathogenic landscape of SSc-

ILD. In this inquiry, we delved into the analysis of the Gene Expression Omnibus database: dataset GSE76808.27 The ensuing outcomes

manifest as a potent indicator, reflecting a pronounced decrease in the expression levels of EGR2 and LAG3 within the peripheral blood

milieu of SSc-ILD patients (Figure 1A). Further dissection of the data reveals a robust negative correlation between LAG3 expression and

the prevalence of M2-type macrophages, which aroused our great research interest (Figures 1B–1D) (see STAR Methods). To fortify the

integrity of our analytical findings, we sought to corroborate our deductions through an assessment of mRNA expression profiles. The

evaluation of LAG3 and EGR2 mRNA expression within peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) sourced from both SSc and SSc-

ILD cohorts ensued. Remarkably, our empirical findings were demonstrative of alignment with our initial analysis. The expression levels

of LAG3 and EGR2 demonstrated a significant reduction in the peripheral blood of SSc-ILD patients, with a further discernible decrement

noted among those afflicted with concurrent ILD (Figures 1E and 1F).

Table 2. Comparison of laboratory findings in SSc patients with and without ILD

Group SSc SSc-ILD c2 p value

Dysphagia 4 (17.4%) 5 (13.9%) 0.133 0.715

Skin Sclerosis 22 (95.7%) 29 (80.6%) 2.729 0.099

Raynaud phenomenon 19 (82.6%) 28 (77.8%) 0.202 0.653

Arthritis 8 (34.8%) 17 (47.2%) 0.889 0.346

Poikiloderma 8 (34.8%) 4 (11.1%) 4.853 0.028

Cutaneous Ulcer 6 (26.1%) 3 (8.3%) 3.422 0.064

Myalgia 3 (13.0%) 1 (2.8%) 2.34 0.126

Hydropericardium 4 (17.4%) 3 (8.3%) 1.101 0.294

ANA positive 21 (91.3%) 35 (97.2%) 1.018 0.313

RF positive 1 (4.3%) 3 (8.3%) 0.353 0.553

Anti cent B antibody positive 4 (17.4%) 6 (16.7%) 0.005 0.942

Anti Scl-70 antibody positive 7 (34.78%) 19 (58.33%) 2.842 0.092

Urinary protein 4 (17.4%) 8 (22.2%) 1.727 0.422

AST 2 (8.7%) 8 (22.2%) 1.824 0.177

CK 3 (13.0%) 4 (11.1%) 0.05 0.823

LDH 4 (17.4%) 15 (41.7%) 3.788 0.052

CRP 3 (13.0%) 11 (30.6%) 2.378 0.123

ESR 2 (8.7%) 13 (36.1%) 5.563 0.018

IL-6 9 (39.1%) 25(69.4%) 5.281 0.022

Data are represented as forms of count and percentage. Statistical significance was analysis by chi-square test for comparison between groups.
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TGF-b3 and CD4+LAG3+T cells are downregulated and mesenchymal markers are upregulated in SSc-ILD patients

To investigate the role of CD4+LAG3+T cells, we first examined the expression of CD25 in CD4+LAG3+T cells from peripheral blood of healthy

individuals. The results showed that themajority of CD4+LAG3+T cells were CD25-(5.1%), while CD25+ accounted for only 0.62%. (Figure S2A).

In addition, CD25, also known as the IL-2 receptor, was not significantly correlated with TGF-b3 and LAG3 expression (Figures S2B and S2C).

Okamura et al.’s study showed that >90% of LAG3 cells belong to CD4+CD25�,28 similarly, Rika Kato’s study also found that usually

CD4+LAG3+T cells do not express CD25,29 our results are like previous findings. Considering these results and the activity of sorted cells,

our subsequent experimental protocol selected two targets, CD4 and LAG3, while abandoning CD25.

The investigation revealed a notable discrepancy in the population of CD4+LAG3+ T cells present within the peripheral blood of individ-

uals afflicted by rheumatoid arthritis, as compared to their healthy counterparts.24 Insight into the realm of in vivo experimentation evinced

that the introduction of CD4+LAG3+T cells into animal models yielded tangible suppressive effects on the progression of maladies including

rheumatoid arthritis, chronic enteritis, and chronic graft-versus-host disease.21,30 This body of evidence tentatively suggests that CD4+LAG3+

T cells may command a pivotal role in exerting negative regulatory influences upon the sustained abnormal inflammatory responses charac-

teristic of the bodily milieu. Within this context, our present inquiry aimed to ascertain the distribution of CD4+LAG3+ T cells within the

peripheral blood of individuals burdened by SSc-ILD. Our empirical assessment yielded intriguing results, wherein the proportions of

CD4+LAG3+ T cells were ascertained to be 3.64% in normal control, 2.61% in SSc patients, and notably dwindling further to 1.57% among

those concurrently afflicted by ILD (Figure 2A). We then assessed lung infiltrates for CD4, LAG3, and TGF-b3 expression. We observed a

Figure 1. Bioinformatics analysis combined with PCR was used to verify the expression of EGR2 and LAG3 in patients with SSc-ILD

(A)The expressions of EGR2 and LAG3 in lung tissue of SSc-ILD patients were decreased. Data are represented as the form of boxplots. Statistical significance was

analyzed by unpaired two-tail t-test, **p < 0.01.

(B–D) There was no significant difference between LAG3 and M0 and M1 macrophages, but LAG3 was significantly correlated with M2 macrophages. Data are

represented as the form of correlation scatterplots. Statistical significance was analysis by chi-square test for comparison between groups.

(E and F) The expression of EGR2 and LAG3 was decreased in peripheral blood of patients with SSc-ILD. Data are represented as mean G SD. Statistical

significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 3), *p < 0.05.
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substantial increase in the fluorescence expression of CD4 and LAG3, alongside a notable reduction in the fluorescence intensity of TGF-b3

within the SSc-ILD group when compared to the control group. This phenomenon is likely associated with the initial onset of pulmonary

infection or inflammation in patients, obvious infiltration of CD4+T cells, which subsequently triggers an activation of the immune response,

leading to an elevated expression of LAG3 (Figures 2B and 2C). However, it remains unclear whether CD4+LAG3+T cells function by secreting

TGF-b3, warranting our further investigation in this regard.

To enrich our understanding, we undertook an exploration of the correlation between the proportions of CD4+LAG3+T cells and pertinent

inflammatory markers in patients, alongside the presence of Scl-70 antibodies (see STAR Methods). Evidently, a statistically significant nega-

tive correlation emerged between the proportions of CD4+LAG3+ T cells and IL-6 levels (Figure 2D). It is germane to note that extant research

underscores the close nexus between IL-6 levels and the progression of SSc-ILD,31 Additionally, another investigation posits the independent

Figure 2. The proportion of CD4+LAG3+T cells in peripheral blood and its correlation with laboratory indexes

Expression of CD4, LAG3, and TGF-b3 in clinical samples.

(A) Compared with control group, the proportion of CD4+LAG3+T cells was decreased in SSc patients, and further decreased in complex with ILD. Data are

represented as mean G SD. Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 3), *p < 0.05.

(B and C) Compared with control group, CD4 and LAG3 were up-regulated and TGFb3 was down-regulated in lung tissues of SSc-ILD patients.

(D) CD4+LAG3+T cell proportion was not significantly correlated with Scl-70 and inflammatory markers CRP and ESR but was significantly negatively correlated

with IL-6.

(E) Compared with control group, the TGF-b3 content in peripheral blood was decreased in SSc patients, and further decreased in complex with ILD. Data are

represented as mean G SD. Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 5), *p < 0.05.
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prognostic potential of IL-6 in predicting carbon monoxide diffusing capacity.32 Nevertheless, it remains ambiguous whether LAG3+T cells

possess the capacity to inhibit IL-6 secretion22, thereby warranting further elucidation.22 Complementing these insights, our enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) analyses disclosed a noteworthy reduction in TGF-b3 content within the peripheral blood of SSc patients, a

diminishment further pronounced among patients concurrently harboring ILD (Figure 2E).

Regulation of CD4+LAG3+T cells on the function and phenotypic conversion of human lung fibroblasts

To explicate the involvement of CD4+LAG3+T cells in the context of SSc-ILD, ameticulous stratagemencompassingmagnetic bead sortingwas

undertaken, yielding a proportion of CD4+LAG3+T cells increased from 2.89% to 32.89% following this procedure (Figure 3A) (see STAR

Methods). To find out whether the ability to secrete TGF-b3 was related to LAG3, we examined the supernatants of CD4+LAG3+T and

CD4+LAG3�T cells. ELISA results showed thatCD4+LAG3+T cells could secrete higher levels of TGF-b3 comparedwith control group.However,

the content of TGF-b3wasnotdetected inCD4+LAG3�Tcells supernatants (Figure3B). In viewof this situation, therewasnodifferencebetween

control group and CD4+LAG3�cells, so we did not consider CD4+LAG3�T cells as the experimental intervention group in our subsequent ex-

periments. Collagen I and collagen III are components of the extracellular matrix andmarkers of activated myofibroblasts. PCR results showed

that CD4+LAG3+T cells supernatants can inhibit collagen secretion of TGF-b1-induced lung fibroblasts (Figure 3C). These cells secreted super-

natants were addition to TGF-b1 stimulated pHLFs, and a significant reduction in the number of proliferating cells was observed (Figure 3D).

Similarly, the number ofmigrating and invading cells was also reduced (Figure 3E). Considering that TGF-b1 activation of the Smad2/3 pathway

is a classic mechanism for mediating organ fibrosis, we use TGF-b1 treatment to establish a cell model, western blot results showed that

CD4+LAG3+T cells supernatants inhibited Smad3 phosphorylation induced by TGF-b1 and inhibited the expression of fibronectin and

a-SMA. This indicates that CD4+LAG3+T cells supernatants can inhibit the activation of lung fibroblasts mediated by TGF-b1 through the

Smad3pathway (Figure 3F). To understand the reason for the changes in lung fibroblast function, we analyzed the changes in F-actin usingphal-

loidin labeling, which is one of the main components of the cell skeleton and plays an important role in cell movement. Immunofluorescence

observation showed that after TGF-b1 stimulation, the fluorescence intensity of F-actin increased significantly, and the cell microfilaments

were significantly visible. However, after treatment with CD4+LAG3+T cells supernatants, the cell microfilament structure was disrupted, indi-

cating that the effect of CD4+LAG3+T cells supernatants on cell function is exerted by affecting the cell skeleton (Figure 3G). Surprisingly, these

changes in collagen secretion, cell function, pathway proteins and cytoskeleton were all significantly attenuated by the addition of anti-TGF-b3

antibody, indicating that CD4+LAG3+T cells regulate the function andphenotype transition of lung fibroblasts through the secretion of TGF-b3.

The effect of CD4+LAG3+T cells on the transition of macrophages into myofibroblasts

Macrophage’s role in organ fibrosis through polarization toward the proinflammatory M1 Phenotype.33 The substantial scholarly focus on

macrophages’ pivotal role in organ fibrosis highlights their essential contribution. These versatile immune effectors undergo distinct polar-

ization, adopting the proinflammatory M1 phenotype. Concurrently, CD4+LAG3+T cell subsets, recognized as regulatory T cells, have

emerged as significant participants. In our study above, we found that these subsets secrete considerable TGF-b3, enabling intricate mod-

ulation of lung fibroblasts; however, it is not knownwhether they regulatemacrophage polarization dynamics. This regulatory interplay signif-

icantly impacts the pulmonary fibrotic landscape. In experimental studies, murine bone marrow-derived macrophages were exposed to

CD4+LAG3+T cell-derived supernatant from the murine spleen (see STAR Methods for additional details). These cells underwent specific

polarization cues, driven toward M1 and M2 phenotypes through stimuli like LPS, IFN-g, and IL-4. The results incontrovertibly showcased

CD4+LAG3+T cells’ potential to hinderM0-to-M1macrophage transition, while enhancing the shift of M0macrophages to theM2 polarization

state (Figure 4A). Functional assays demonstrated decreasedM1macrophage cell migration (Figure 4B). M2 macrophages are characterized

by interleukin-10 (IL-10) and arginase-1 (Arg1). IL-10 activates the STAT3 pathway to facilitate M2macrophage formation and activation, while

Arg1 supports their immunosuppressive and reparative functions via metabolic pathways. Notably, IL-10 and Arg1 exhibit synergistic effects

on M2 macrophage dynamics. In exploring broader impacts, the effect of CD4+LAG3+T cell supernatant on macrophage cytokine secretion

was investigated. Results revealed that CD4+LAG3+T cells supernatants enhance the secretion of IL-10 and Arg1 by M2 macrophages (Fig-

ure 4C). Based on the changes in cell proportion, migration ability and the enhancement of characteristic secretion factors, we added one

group, the anti-TGF-b3 group, in the above experiments, and found that these changes in the cells were weakened. Accordingly, we suggest

that CD4+LAG3+Tcells can significantly regulate the polarization of macrophages by secretion TGF-b3.

Recent findings have illuminated TGF-b1’s role in drivingmacrophages-to-myofibroblast transition (MMT), highlighting its pivotal function

in fibrotic processes.34 We found that CD4+LAG3+T cell supernatant has been recognized for its regulatory potential in this context. Quan-

titative PCh analyses exhibited reduced Colla1、Col3a1、fibronectin、vimentin, and a-SMA mhNA levels (Figures 4D and 4E). Exposure to

CD4+LAG3+T cell supernatant prompted a down-regulation of fibrotic markers protein levels, including fibronectin, vimentin, and a-SMA

(Figure 4F). However, this effect was mitigated when anti-TGF-b3 were introduced concurrently, suggesting a nuanced regulatory interplay.

In order to ascertain whether the TGF-b3 ability to contact the dependence, our results show that when the CD4+LAG3+T in the upper cham-

ber or the lower chamber intervention on TGF-b1 inducedmacrophage, both got the same result, in chamber on the secretion of TGF-b3 can

penetrate the membrane of the small chamber and cells in contact with the chamber. In the chamber to add recombinant TGF-b3 and add

LAG3+CD4+T cells obtained similar results, antagonism TGF-b3 effect is abated, proving that CD4+LAG3+T cells secrete TGF-b3 for non-con-

tact dependencies (Figure 4G). Intriguingly, the impact of recombinant TGF-b3 closelymirrored that of CD4+LAG3+T cells, underscoring their

similar regulatory potency. These findings underscore the role of CD4+LAG3+T cells, known for their elevated TGF-b3 expression in governing

crucial macrophage processes such as macrophage polarization and macrophage-to-myofibroblast transition.
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Effect and significance of CD4+LAG3+T cells on bleomycin-induced human pulmonary fibrosis in mice

In vitro results demonstrate CD4+LAG3+T cells’ positive impact on lung fibroblasts and macrophages. However, their potential to ameliorate

experimental pulmonary fibrosis in vivo remains unclear. Here, we induced pulmonary fibrosis inmice using bleomycin (see STARMethods for

additional details). The flow chart of animal experiments is shown in Figure 5A. Histological staining revealed disrupted alveolar structures,

Figure 3. CD4+LAG3+T cells can inhibit TGF-b1-induced activation and mesenchymal transition of lung fibroblasts

(A) Flow cytometry shows that the percentage of CD4+LAG3+T cells isolated by magnetic beads increased from 2.83% to 32.89%.

(B) ELISA results show that the control group and CD4+LAG3�T cells did not significantly secrete TGF-b3, while CD4+LAG3+T cells could secrete high levels of

TGF-b3. Data are represented as mean G SD. Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 3), ****p < 0.0001.

(C–G) The supernatant of CD4+LAG3+T cells can inhibit collagen secretion, proliferation, migration, invasion, mesenchymal transition, and F-actin expression of

pHLFs stimulated by TGF-b1, while antagonistic TGF-b3 can weaken these effects. Data are represented as meanG SD. Statistical significance was analyzed by

one-way ANOVA (n = 5), *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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Figure 4. CD4+LAG3+T cells regulate macrophage polarization and mesenchymal transition

(A) Flow cytometry results show that adding CD4+LAG3+T cells supernatant to macrophages inhibited macrophages polarization to M1 and promoted

macrophages polarization to M2.

(B) Transwell results show thatCD4+LAG3+T cells inhibited TGF-b1-induced M1 macrophage migration, while after antagonism TGF-b3 the effects were

weakened. Data are represented as mean G SD. Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 3), *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

(C) ELISA results show that CD4+LAG3+T cells promote TGF-b1-inducedM2macrophage secretion of IL-10 and Arg1, while after antagonism TGF-b3 the effects

was weakened. Data are represented as mean G SD. Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 3), *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001.

(D and E) PCR results show that CD4+LAG3+T cells inhibited TGF-b1 induced collagen I and III secretion, and inhibited the expression of interstitial markers

fibronectin, vimentin, and a-SMA mRNA expression, while the effect was weakened after antagonist TGF-b3. Data are represented as mean G SD. Statistical

significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 3), *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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significantly thickened lung interstitial, and heightened collagen deposition in bleomycin-exposed mice, compared with pure bleomycin

model group, through the tail vein injection of LAG3 +CD4+T cells or recombinant TGF-b3 can be observed that the improvement of lung

tissue pathology, including alveolar structure identifiable, lung interval thinning, decrease collagen deposition; however, antagonistic

TGF-b3 aggravates the disease (Figure 5B). Hydroxyproline, an amino acid specific to collagen employed to assess tissue collagen meta-

bolism, like histological staining results, exhibited a substantial elevation in Bleomycin, decreased in CD4+LAG3+T and TGF-b3 groups

and increased again after administration of TGF-b3 antibody (Figure 5C). Following two weeks of bleomycin administration, marked macro-

phage infiltration was evident within the lungs of the experimental group, CD4+LAG3+T cells or recombinant TGF-b3 treated infiltrating

macrophages decreased significantly and antagonistic TGF-b3 treated macrophages increased again (Figure 5E). Given the spleen’s recog-

nized significance as a pivotal lymphoid organ, a combination of ELISA and flow cytometry methodologies were employed to assess TGF-b3

levels (Figure 5D) as well as the proportions of CD4+LAG3+T cells within both the peripheral blood and spleen of both control and exper-

imental murine subjects. The outcomes unequivocally unveiled a discernible reduction in the percentages of CD4+LAG3+T cells within the

spleen (5.36%) and peripheral blood (2.86%) of experimental mice, in stark contrast to their control group counterparts (spleen: 8.69%,

peripheral blood: 4.13%) (Figure 5F). To track whether the adoptively transferred CD4+LAG3+T cells migrated to the lungs, immunofluores-

cence assay showed significant fluorescence staining in mice infused with CD4+LAG3+T cells (Figure 5G). In Figure 4, we have substantiated

the influence of CD4+LAG3+T cells on MMT. To garner further in vivo evidence, we simultaneously employed markers CD68 and a-SMA, with

CD68 serving as a pivotal indicator of macrophages. Immunofluorescence analysis unveiled a substantial elevation in the fluorescence inten-

sity of CD68 and a-SMA in lungs of bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis mice. However, subsequent treatment with CD4+LAG3+T cells or

recombinant TGF-b3 prominentlymitigated this fluorescence intensity. Conversely, the therapeutic efficacy was diminished upon antagonism

of TGF-b3 (Figure 5H). Similarly, there was a notable upsurge in the fluorescence intensity of a-SMA and fibronectin within the lungs of the

bleomycin-treated mice in comparison to lung tissues from the normal control group (Figure 5I). Both the infusion of CD4+LAG3+T cells and

the administration of recombinant TGF-b3 exhibited akin therapeutic outcomes. These outcomes were discernible through the amelioration

of lung tissue architecture, evident alveolar cavities, enhanced lung histopathology, decreased hydroxyproline content, and abated macro-

phage infiltration. It is worth noting that the favorable influence exerted by CD4+LAG3+T cells on pulmonary fibrosis encountered partial

attenuation in the presence of concurrent TGF-b3 antibody treatment. Our findings underscore the inhibitory capacity of CD4+LAG3+T cells

in curtailing collagen accumulation and mitigating lung macrophage infiltration. This regulatory effect is chiefly mediated through the secre-

tion of TGF-b3, thereby contributing to the amelioration of pathological processes within pulmonary tissue.

DISCUSSION

Pulmonary fibrosis represents a prevailing sequela inherent to numerous advanced pulmonary afflictions. Within this context, connective

tissue disease-associated interstitial lung disease (CTD-ILD) emerges as a noteworthy manifestation of pulmonary fibrosis, notably with

SSc-ILD standing out as the predominant rheumatologic subtype.35 The prognosis for SSc-ILD remains unfavorable, exerting a profound

impact on the overall quality of life experienced by afflicted individuals.36 Although the multifarious origins of pulmonary fibrosis give rise

to its intricate etiological landscape, the ensuing pathogenic progression uniformly bespeaks initial diffuse alveolitis. Initial impairment of

the capillary barrier precipitates the recruitment of inflammatory cellular constituents, comprising granulocytes, lymphocytes, and macro-

phages. This influx is accompanied by the discharge of inflammatory cytokines, orchestrating the metamorphosis of pulmonary fibroblasts

andmacrophages within the interstitial milieu into contractilemyofibroblasts. The culmination of this process is characterized by the extensive

accretion of collagen and extracellular matrix components within the pulmonary parenchymal confines, culminating inexorably in the path-

ogenesis of pulmonary fibrosis.35 Consequently, inflammation stands as the incipient nexus catalyzing the trajectory of pulmonary fibrotic

progression.

In a meticulously executed endeavor, we methodically amassed blood specimens and clinical data emanating from a cohort of SSc-ILD

patients who were under hospitalization within our clinical purview spanning the interval between 2021 and 2022. Our scrutiny of this dataset

unveiled a distinctive profile, whereby individuals afflicted with SSc-ILD evinced a heightened rate of erythrocyte sedimentation, concomitant

with elevated interleukin-6 concentrations when contrasted against their SSc counterparts. This collective evidence underscores the propo-

sition that inflammation may wield a pivotal agency in precipitating the trajectory toward pulmonary fibrogenesis. Within the immunological

landscape, the CD4+LAG3+T cell cohort assumes a role of regulatory distinction, its emergence and differentiation within the peripheral im-

munemilieu being endowedwith a cardinal mantle of immune orchestration. Insight into this niche was gleaned through the pioneering work

of Okamura et al., who delineated that while constituting a mere 2–8% fraction of the total CD4+T cell constituency within murine splenic

architecture, the LAG3+T cell subset emerges as an indispensable architect of immune modulation, thereby underscoring its vital regulatory

role.37 Subsequent investigations have elucidated a notable decline in the CD4+CD25�LAG3+T cell population among patients afflicted with

rheumatoid arthritis, particularly evident within subsets characterized by elevated clinical disease activity index scores. Notably, intervention

employing abatacept over a span of six months yielded a discernible surge in the frequency of these specific cells, concomitant with an

Figure 4. Continued

(F) Western blot results show that CD4+LAG3+T cells inhibited TGF-b1 induced mesenchymal transition, while the effect was weakened after antagonist TGF-b3.

Data are represented as mean G SD. Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 3), *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

(G) Western blot results show that CD4+LAG3+T cells regulated macrophages through non-contact secretion of TGF-b3. Data are represented as mean G SD.

Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 3), ns = not significant, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 5. CD4+LAG3+T cells improved bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis in mice

(A) Experiment protocol for pulmonary fibrosis model.

(B, C, and E) Morphological staining and ELISA results show that compared with Bleomycin group, tail vein injection of CD4+LAG3+T cells or TGF-b3 improved

mouse lung pathological morphology (200X) and reduced hydroxyproline content, while antagonistic TGF-b3 had the opposite effect. Data are represented as

mean G SD. Statistical significance was analyzed by one-way ANOVA (n = 5), *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

(D and F) ELISA and flow cytometry results showed respectively, compared with the control group, Bleomycin group of peripheral blood TGF - beta 3 content

decreased significantly, CD4+LAG3+T cells in peripheral blood and spleen ratio decreased significantly. Data are represented as mean G SD. Statistical

significance was analyzed by unpaired two-tail t-test (n = 5), *p < 0.05.

(G) Immunofluorescence results showed that compared with Bleomycin group, the expression of CD4+LAG3+T cells in lung tissue were significantly increased

after tail vein injection.

(H) Immunofluorescence results showed that the expression of a-SMA and CD68 in Bleomycin group was significantly higher than that in the control group, and

the expression of MMT markers was downregulated after the treatment of CD4+LAG3+T cells or TGF-b3, and up-regulated after the antagonism of TGF-b3.

(I) Immunofluorescence results showed that theexpressionofa-SMAandfibronectin inBleomycingroupwas significantly higher than that in the control group, and

theexpressionofmesenchymalmarkerswasdownregulatedafter the treatmentofCD4+LAG3+Tcells or TGF-b3, andupregulated after theantagonismof TGF-b3.
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augmentation in EGR2 expression discerned within the CD4+ cell milieu.24 Similarly, a decrease in CD4+LAG3+T cells was also observed in

active psoriatic arthritis.23 Correspondingly, our observations underscore congruent trends, whereby the relative abundance of CD4+LAG3+T

cells within the peripheral blood milieu of SSc-ILD patients is markedly diminished, paralleled by a concurrent reduction in TGF-b3 levels. In

the context of pulmonary fibrogenesis, the role of immune dysregulation emerges as a pivotal instigator, a notion accentuated by the back-

drop of diffuse connective tissue ailments that inherently harbor autoimmune components. These autoimmune reactions encompass the

recruitment and activation of assorted inflammatory cell lineages such as T cells, B cells, and macrophages, culminating in the release of

an array of inflammatory mediators and auto-antibodies. This collective cascade perpetuates a state of enduring systemic inflammation,

consequently impinging upon the body’s faculty for effective immune regulation. Given this intricate immunological scenario, the decrement

in CD4+LAG3+T cell proportions—essentially entrusted with the orchestration of negative immune regulation—affords insights into the po-

tential mechanisms underpinning immune dysregulation in afflicted individuals.

With the intention of delving deeper into the functional underpinnings of CD4+LAG3+T cells within the context of SSc-ILD, wemeticulously

procured CD4+LAG3+T cell subsets from the peripheral blood pool of patients. As anticipated, our investigation unveiled a discernible atten-

uation in the abundance of CD4+LAG3+T cells among individuals diagnosed with SSc, with a pronounced exacerbation of this decrement

noted within the subset concomitantly afflicted with ILD. Moreover, a statistically significant inverse correlation materialized, linking the levels

of CD4+LAG3+T cells with those of IL-6—amultifunctional cytokine renowned for its capacity to incite a panoply of cellular responses encom-

passing both inflammatory cells and fibroblasts. This orchestrated cascade precipitates alveolar wall inflammation alongside the instigation of

pulmonary interstitial fibrosis, thereby substantiating the mechanistic alliance between CD4+LAG3+T cell attenuation and the dysregulated

cytokine milieu operative within this clinical milieu.38,39 Nonetheless, an evident research gap persists concerning the intricate interplay be-

tweenCD4+LAG3+T cells and IL-6, necessitating further exhaustive inquiry to elucidate this intricate relationship.Notwithstanding this lacuna,

it remains unequivocal that CD4+LAG3+T cells wield the capacity to elicit substantial secretion of the protective cytokine TGF-b3. Our ELISA

outcomes consistently manifest heightened TGF-b3 levels among individuals characterized as normal. To date, a solitary study has demon-

strated the potential of TGF-b3 to abrogate IL-6 expression stimulation in vitro within human cleft lip and palate fibroblasts.40 Our findings

serve to propose that the inhibitory action of TGF-b3 upon IL-6 might conceivably manifest as a ubiquitous phenomenon traversing the

broader physiological landscape—an intriguing proposition yet to be fully unveiled in the realm of human biology. Given the validated clinical

utility of IL-6 inhibitors within the context of SSc-ILD, the ramifications of our investigations carry therapeutic implications germane to the

management of this clinical entity. Consequently, we are emboldened to surmise that CD4+LAG3+T cells could potentially orchestrate the

suppression of inflammatory cascades underpinning the trajectory of pulmonary fibrosis via their pronounced exudation of TGF-b3, thus war-

ranting further exploration of this putative regulatory mechanism. The findings derived from our investigation serve to posit the potential

ubiquity of the inhibitory influence exerted by TGF-b3 upon IL-6 within the broader physiological milieu, thus presenting a novel observation

within the realm of human biology. Notably, the clinically established efficacy of IL-6 inhibitors in addressing the pathophysiology of SSc-ILD

augments the relevance of our discoveries by engendering therapeutic implications for the management of this pathological state. Conse-

quently, our observations provide a cogent basis for conjecture, wherein we posit that the pronounced exudation of TGF-b3 by CD4+LAG3+T

cells potentially endows these cells with the capability to curtail the trajectory of inflammatory progression characteristic of pulmonary fibrosis.

The TGF/Smad3 signaling cascade constitutes an archetypal pro-fibrotic pathway that assumes salience within the ambit of organ fibrosis,

manifesting prominently across diverse anatomical domains such as the cardiac, pulmonary, and hepatic tissues.41 Within the purview of the

present study, we embarked upon an inquiry to discern the influence wielded by CD4+LAG3+T cells upon lung fibroblasts. Evidentially, our

investigations unearth a discernible propensity of these specific cells to effectuate a pronounced repression of TGF-b1-triggered mesen-

chymal transition within lung fibroblasts. This transformative shift is epitomized by the attenuation in the expression of p-Smad3, fibronectin,

and a-SMA protein moieties, culminating in the amelioration of both cellular function and architectural integrity, coalescing to mitigate the

exudation of collagen. This salutary impact can be principally attributed to the bioactive involvement of TGF-b3. In the trajectory of lung

fibrosis, macrophage infiltration within the pulmonary milieu emerges as a pivotal driver of the inflammatory dynamics that undergird the

transition toward fibrotic processes—often observed to transpire during the nascent stages of the disease progression. Within the milieu

of organ fibrosis at large, a marked propensity is witnessed for the conversion of M0 macrophages into the pro-inflammatory M1 phenotype,

thereby affording a potent mechanism underpinning the excessive inflammatory milieu characteristic of this pathological continuum.

A corpus of antecedent scholarly works has unveiled that within neoplastic microenvironments, LAG3+PD1+CD8+T cells are closely linked

to heightenedM2macrophage expressions within the tumormilieu.42 In congruence with these paradigms, our current investigation similarly

uncovers a parallel scenario, wherein CD4+LAG3+T cells partake in the constriction of M0-to-M1 transition while concurrently fostering the

transition toM2, thereby potentiating an augmented gamut of immune-regulatory modalities. Although this result is contrary to the results of

Figures 1B–1D in this paper, it may be due to two reasons. One is because the sample size of the dataset GSE76808 is too small, including

only 4 SSc-ILD patients and 4 control patients. The second is to analyze the overall expression level of LAG3 in lung tissue, while the present

study is to study the effects of LAG3+ and CD4+ T cells onmacrophages, which are not exactly the same. This orchestrated response serves to

potentiate a comprehensive mitigation of immune-inflammatory drivers operative within the pulmonary confines. Within the purview of renal

fibrosis, the process of MMT has emerged as a salient facet intrinsic to the chronic inflammatory milieu, attaining heightened significance

within the landscape of fibrogenic progression.34,43 In consonance with these delineations, our study extends its purview to assess the impact

on macrophage mesenchymal transition, wherein we ascertain a pivotal function attributed to CD4+LAG3+T cells in conferring a substantial

inhibition upon the expression of mesenchymal transition marker proteins incited by TGF-b1. Furthermore, the transcriptional levels of

Collagens I and III are correspondingly quelled, concomitant with the restraint of cellular migratory attributes. Notably, these effects
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demonstrate susceptibility to reversal following the introduction of TGF-b3-neutralizing antibodies. This observation underscores the bioac-

tive role of CD4+LAG3+T cells in exuding TGF-b3 to effectuate their inhibitory impact upon macrophage differentiation and activation

dynamics.

To validate the in vivo efficacy of CD4+LAG3+T cells, we observed a discernible macrophage infiltration within lung tissues of the model

group after a two-week regimen of intratracheal bleomycin administration. In contrast, the infusion of CD4+LAG3+T cells observed signifi-

cantly infiltrate the lung, resulting in a reduction of inflammation and ameliorated pathological alterations within the lung tissue. In alignment

with the preceding in vitro findings, we also obtained evidence that CD4+LAG3+T cells inhibited MMT in vivo, and this beneficial effect was

abrogated upon antagonizing TGF-b3, thereby implicating the pivotal role of TGF-b3 secretion as the principal mediator of the inhibitory

effect exerted by CD4+LAG3+T cells on pulmonary fibrosis. In synthesis, our empirical evidence substantiates the favorable influence of

CD4+LAG3+T cells both in vitro and in the in vivo context. To the best of our knowledge, this constitutes the inaugural investigation into

the regulatory role of CD4+LAG3+T cells within the domain of organ-specific pulmonary fibrosis. Evidently, CD4+LAG3+T cells may emerge

as salient negative regulators of organ fibrosis, thereby harboring the potential to serve as discerning biomarkers germane to the spectrumof

SSc-ILD.

Limitations of the study

First, the small number of cases we collected frompatients with SSc-ILDmay not provide a representative disease population profile. Further-

more, this study focused only on patients with SSc-ILD, and the results may not apply to other types of pulmonary fibrosis. In addition, this

study mainly investigated the role of TGF-b3 secreted by CD4+LAG3+T cells in cell mesenchymal transition, cell function, and collagen secre-

tion under TGF-b1 stimulation. Other potential mechanisms and factors that promote the development of pulmonary fibrosis may not have

been thoroughly explored. Finally, this study did not investigate the potential adverse effects of CD4+LAG3+T cells as a therapeutic approach

for treating pulmonary fibrosis. Therefore, the safety and efficacy of this method require further research.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Xiao Zhang

(13922255387@163.com).

Materials availability

� Cell generated in this study are available from the lead contact upon request.

Data and code availability

� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

� This paper analyzes existing, publicly available data. These accession numbers for the datasets are listed in the key resources table.
� This paper does not report any original code.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Human subjects

Among the patients hospitalized in our hospital from 2021 to 2022, 23 patients with SSc were selected according to the diagnostic criteria of

the American College of Rheumatology in 1980 and confirmed by the rheumatology and immunology Department of Guangdong Provincial

People’s Hospital. The diagnosis of ILD in 36 patients with SSc-ILDwas confirmed by clinical dry cough, shortness of breath, cyanosis, fine wet

rales in the lungs, interstitial lesions and fibrosis, reticular and nodular shadows formed by interstitial fibrosis proliferation, or pulmonary CT

scan, andmoderate or severe ventilation and diffusion dysfunction in pulmonary function test. Peripheral blood frompatients was centrifuged

to obtain PBMCs and serum. The recruitment of this study was approved by the Medical Research Ethics Committee of Guangdong General

Hospital (Guangdong Academy of Medical Sciences) [Authorization number: No. GDREC20160679H(R1)] and written informed consent doc-

uments were obtained and signed by all subjects.

Extraction and culture of pHLFs

Lung tissues of 8 healthy controls were obtained from patients suspected of lung cancer in the Department of Thoracic Surgery, Guangdong

Provincial People’s Hospital, andmore than 5cm away from the lesion site. The lung tissues of 3 patients with SSc-ILDwere also obtained from

patients who underwent lung biopsy in the Thoracic Surgery Department of Guangdong Provincial People’s Hospital and were later diag-

nosed as SSc-ILD by rheumatologists. All use of biological samples was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Guangdong General

Hospital (Guangdong Academy of Medical Sciences) [License No. GDREC20160679H(R1)].

The tissue was cut into 1 mm3 piece, evenly spread in culture dishes, and placed upside down in a 37�C and 5% CO2 incubator for 4 hours

so that the lung tissue could adhere to the bottom of the dish, and then high-glucose DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium) culture

medium containing 20% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycinmixture was added. About 3–4 days, when the cells crawled out of

the tissue, they are replaced with fresh medium. When the crawling cells become a colony, the tissue block is removed, and the fresh culture

medium was replaced every other day until the cell density reached 90% for passage. Cell in passages 4 to 8 were used for subsequent ex-

periments. It is worth tomention that not every tissue block is able to climb out of the cells, and tissue blocks that are not completely dried and

floating can be re-manipulated to attach to the bottom of the dish as described above.

Mouse BMDM were extracted and cultured

Collect the femurs and tibias of mice under sterile conditions, remove the muscle tissue, and cut the bone at both ends. Rinse with 1 mL of

1640mediumusing a syringe. Centrifuge the cell suspension at 300g for 10minutes, collect the centrifugal precipitate, and inducemonocytes

Continued
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Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism 8.0.2.263 GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com/

ImageJ NIH RRID: SRC_003070

CytoExpert 2.4 Beckman Coulter https://resources.mybeckman.cn/

R version 4.3.0 or higher R Development Core Team, 2011 https://www.r-project.org/

SPSS 25.0 IBM http://www.spss.com.cn

ZEN 2 Carl Zeiss Stiftung www.zeiss.com/microscopy

Adobe Illustrator Adobe https://www.adobe.com/
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to adhere to thewall under the condition of 10% fetal bovine serum, 1640medium, and 5%CO2 by adding 20 ng/mLM-CSF. Add 1mL of fresh

medium to eachwell of a 6-well plate every other day. After the cells adhere to the wall for 6 days, induceM1polarization by adding 100 ng/mL

LPS and 20 ng/mL IFN-g for 24 hours or induce M2 polarization by adding 20 ng/mL IL-4 for 24 hours.

METHOD DETAILS

PBMC were extracted

The patient’s peripheral blood was diluted with an equal volume of normal saline or Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS), thoroughlymixed, and the

1:1 diluted bloodwas slowly added to a 15mL centrifuge tube containing 3–4mL Lymphoprep using a bus tube. At this time, the liquid can be

seen to have obvious stratification, do not add quickly, in case of breaking through the liquid level boundary. The centrifuge tube was placed

in the centrifuge at room temperature, 1500rpm, acceleration 6, deceleration 0, and centrifuged for 25min, then the white film layer in the

middle of the liquid was carefully collected with Pasteur pipette, and then re-suspended with 5 times the volume of normal saline or PBS,

1500rpm, centrifuge for 5min, repeat washing twice. The supernatant is sucked dry and precipitated as PBMCs, which can be followed by

magnetic bead sorting, flow cytometry analysis or total RNA extraction.

qPCR

Total cellular RNAwas extracted using a Total RNAKit (Omega Bio-tek) according to themanufacture’s instructions, and reverse transcription

system were prepared using a reverse transcriptase kit (Accurate Biology) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A two-step PCR re-

action systemwas employed with the following parameters: one cycle at 95�C for 30 seconds, followed by 40 cycles of 95�C for 5 seconds and

60�C for 30 seconds. The DDCTmethod were used as reference to calculate relative expression levels between samples. Primer pairs used in

this paper are shown in key resources table. GAPDH, 18shNA and b-Actin were reference genes. 3 repeat holes were set in the sample, and if

the CT value was greater than 24, it was excluded.

Flow cytometry

CD4+LAG3+T cells were detected

Add 100mL of cell suspension into each tube of the flow tube. Then, add 5mL of, PerCP Anti-CD4, and PE Anti-LAG3 for surface staining. Incu-

bate at 4�C for 30 minutes and wash with PBS solution. Centrifuge at 1500rpm for 6 minutes and discard the supernatant. Repeat this washing

step twice. Finally, add 100mL of PBS solution and test the sample using the CytoExpert machine.

Macrophages were detected

24h after the addition of polarization inducer, the mediumwas discarded, washed 3 times with PBS, digested with 0.25% trypsin for 1min, and

the digestion was terminated by adding the whole culture. The macrophages were blown down by pipette, the suspension was collected,

centrifuged at 1000rpm for 6min, and resuspended in PBS for 3 times. Macrophages were labeled with 5mL Anti-Mouse F4/80 PerCP-Cy

5.5 and Anti-Mouse CD11b PE-Cy7, and M1 macrophages were labeled with 5mL Anti-Mouse CD11c FITC, respectively. M2 macrophages

were labeled with 5mL of Anti-Mouse CD206 PE and incubated with flow antibodies as described previously, followed by on-machine

examination.

Immunofluorescence

The lung tissue paraffin sections were heated at 60�C for 4 hours, rehydrated using gradient alcohol, subjected to antigen retrieval with citric

acid, cleaned with PBS, permeabilized with Triton X-100, blocked with BSA, primary antibodies were incubated at a concentration of 1:500 for

24 hours at 4�C, and subsequently incubated with a secondary antibody at room temperature for 1 hour. The sections were counterstained

with DAPI and imaged using a confocal microscope.

ELISA

Using Mouse IL-10 ELISA Kit and Mouse Arg-1 ELISA Kit [Jiangsu Meimian industrial Co., Ltd] and TGF-b3 ELISA Kit. Samples were removed

from the�80� C freezer, 100mL of samples and standards were added to the 96-well plate, incubated at 37� C for 90min, the washing solution

was prepared, 350mL was added to each well of the incubated well plate, left for 30s, blotted dry with absorbent paper, and the washing was

repeated three times. Freshly prepared 50mL of biotinylated antibody working solution was added to each well, incubated at 37� C for 60min,

and the above washing steps were repeated three times. Add 50mL enzyme binding solution to each well, incubate at 37�C for 30min, wash

three times repeatedly, add 90mL chromo-developing substrate to eachwell, incubate in the dark for 15min, add 100mL termination solution to

each well, put into the microplate reader for detection, record OD value, and calculate the concentration of the tested sample according to

the standard curve.

Magnetic bead sorting and T cell activation

PBMCswere counted and incubatedwith FcR blocking agent, followedby the addition of FIITC-Anti-CD4 and PE-Anti-LAG3. Themixture was

then incubated in the dark at 4�C for 10minutes, followed by the addition of buffer and centrifugation at 300g for 10minutes. After discarding
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the supernatant, 8mg Anti-FITC MultiSort microbeads were added to every 107 cells and incubated at 4�C for 15 minutes, followed by

repeated centrifugation. The solution in the column was CD4+T cells by rapidly pushing the piston. To obtain CD4+LAG3+T cells, the mag-

netic beads were dissociated, and the abovemagnetic sorting process was repeated according to themanufacturer’s instructions. Cells were

intervened for 12h in well plates precoated with CD3 mAb (5mg/mL) and CD28 mAb (20mg/mL) to allow cell activation.

CD4+LAG3+T cells supernatant were addition to pHLFs and BMDM

The logarithmic growth phase pHLFs were uniformly seeded into a 24-well plate. When the cell density reached 60%, the cells were grouped

as follows, Control group: DMSO was added; CD4+LAG3+T group: stimulated with 5 3 105 T cells supernatant for 24 hours; TGF-b1 group:

treated with 4ng/mL TGF-b1 for 24h; CD4+LAG3+T+TGF-b1 group: stimulated with 5 3 105 T cells supernatant and 4ng/mL TGF-b1 for 24h;

CD4+LAG3+T+Anti-TGF-b3 group: stimulate with 5 3 105 T cells supernatant and 2mg/mL TGF-b3 for 24 hours.

On the day prior to inducing polarization of macrophages towardsM1 andM2, the 24-well plates were divided into the following 5 groups.

Control group: M-CSF was added before inducing cell polarization without LPS, IFN-g and IL-4; Induction group: M1 macrophages were

induced by adding LPS and IFN-g, while M2 macrophages were induced by adding IL-4; CD4+LAG3+T group: 5 3 105 T cells supernatant

were added one day before inducing polarization; CD4+LAG3+T+Anti-TGF-b3 group: 5 3 105 T cells supernatant and 2mg/mL Anti-TGF-

b3 were added one day before inducing polarization; TGF-b3 group: 40ng/mL TGF-b3 was added one day before inducing polarization.

EdU

The pHLFs cells (43103�103105 cells per well) were seeded into 96-well plates and then treated with TGF-b3 (5ng/mL) for 24h. After that,

100mL of 50 mmol/L EdU solution was added to each well and incubated for 4h. The cells were then fixed and stained according to the kit

instructions. Finally, the cells were photographed and counted under a fluorescence microscope.

Migration and Transwell

The cell density of pHLFs was adjusted to 23105/mL, and 200mL of cell suspension was added to the upper chamber of the Transwell, and 33

104 cells were added to the upper chamber formacrophages. Then, 600mL of themediumwas added to the lower chamber, and the cells were

incubated for 24 hours. After incubation, the cells on the upper surface of the membrane were removed using a cotton swab. The membrane

was then fixed with methanol, stained with crystal violet, and observed under a microscope. Five fields were randomly selected, and photos

were taken to count the number of migrated cells.

Western blot

Total protein was extracted from tissues and cells, and its concentration was determined using BCAmethod. Protein denaturation was carried

out, followed by electrophoresis and membrane transfer. primary antibody (concentration 1:1000) was incubated overnight, and the second-

ary antibody was incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. Finally, a photo analysis was performed. Total tissue and cell proteins were ex-

tracted, protease inhibitors were added, and the concentration was determined by BCA assay.

Protein denaturation was first performed at 100� C for 10min, followed by the addition of 10 to 15ug of protein for electrophoresis and

membrane transfer. Anti-fibronectin, anti-a-SMA, anti-vimentin, anti-GAPDH, anti-p-Smad3 and anti-Smad3 primary antibodies were incu-

bated at a concentration of 1:1000 for at least 12 hours, washed three times in Tris solution containing Tween20, and then incubated with

secondary antibodies for 1 hour at room temperature. Repeat washing and the protein was developed using ECL luminescent solution

(TIANYA BIOTEC), detected on an imager (LAS 500), and the antibodies used are listed in Table.

Phalloidin-stained

The grouping and intervention of lung fibroblasts are as described above. When the density reached 50%, the culture-medium was removed,

the cells were washing twice at 37�C with PBS, fixed at room temperature for 10 minutes with 4% methanol solution, the cells were covered

with FITC-labeled Phalloidin working solution, incubated at room temperature for 30minutes without light, washing 3 times with PBS for 5mi-

nutes each time, and the nucleus were stained with DAPI solution for 1 minute. PBS was washing 3 times, 5 minutes each time. Sealing with an

Fluoroshield reagent, the cell climbing tablets were observed under confocal microscope, and the images were preserved and analyzed.

Contact-independent assay

The differentiated macrophages were divided into 6 groups: the control group was treated with DMSO, the experimental group and the 4

treatment groups were treated with TGF-b1 for 48 hours, and then treated. All four treatment groups used chambers; one group was sup-

plemented with activated CD4+LAG3+ cells. In one group, the supernatant of CD4+LAG3+ cells were added under the chamber

(1000 rpm/min and centrifuged for 5min to remove cell sediment); In one group, recombinant TGF-b3 was added into the upper compart-

ment. One group was co-added with recombinant TGF-b3 factor and Anti-TGF-b3 in the upper compartment. The cells were treated for

24h, after which the whole protein of macrophages was extracted for western blot analysis.
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Mouse pulmonary fibrosis and ethics

Thirty 8-week-old male C57BL/6J mice were housed in the Laboratory Animal Research Center of South China University of Technology (Li-

cense number: SYXK (Guangdong) 2022-0178) according to the requirements of "Laboratory animal Requirements of environment and hous-

ing facilities" (GB14925-2010). First, the mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital sodium saline solution [body

weight(g)*10–100(mL)]. After anesthesia took effect, the limbs of the mice were fixed, the incisors were suspended on a thin rope, and the

mouth of the mice was placed in an upward position. The left hand was used to carefully hold the mouse tongue with forceps to fully expose

the epiglottic. A mouse model of pulmonary fibrosis was established by instillation of 100mL bleomycin aqueous solution (3 mg/kg body

weight) into the trachea with a 1 mL syringe held in the right hand. The mice were randomly divided into 5 groups, 6 mice in each group.

Control group: received an equivalent volume of normal saline; bleomycin group: intratracheally injected with 3 mg/kg bleomycin;

CD4+LAG3+T group: received 13106 CD4+LAG3+T cells via tail vein injection on day 1 and day 14 before bleomycin injection;

CD4+LAG3+T+Ati-TGF-b3 group: received 13106 CD4+LAG3+T cells and 2 mg/kg Anti-TGF-b3 antibody via tail vein injection; TGF-b3 group

that received 100 mg/kg TGF-b3 via tail vein injection on day 1 and day 14 before bleomycin injection. On day 14 after the injection, the mice

were sacrificed for lung tissue macrophage immunohistochemical staining, and on day 28, blood and spleen were collected for further ex-

periments on lung tissue. This study was approvedby the Research Ethics Committee of GuangdongGeneral Hospital (GuangdongAcademy

ofMedical Sciences) and the Experimental Animal Ethics Committee of South China University of Technology with authorization numbers No.

GDREC2016079A and AEC2019044.

Detection of hydroxyproline content

Mouse lung tissue sampleswere obtained after blood removal by perfusionwith normal saline (including heparin sodium). 200mgof right lung

tissue samples were taken and homogenized at 4�C according to the proportion of 100mL SOD sample preparation solution added to every

10mg tissue. Centrifuge at 4�C about 12000g for 5 minutes, take the supernatant as the sample to be tested and proceed according to the kit

instructions.

Morphological staining of lung tissue

H&E staining: Mouse lung tissue samples were embedded in paraffin, continuously and uniformly cut into 4mm thick sections, deparaffinized

to water, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, dehydrated and sealed, observed under a microscope, and pictures were collected for analysis.

Masson staining: The tissue samples were baked at 60�C for 2 hours, then dewaxed using xylene and rehydratedwith a gradient of alcohol.

After soaking in hematoxylin for 20 minutes, the samples were soaked in Lichun red dye, followed by soaking in a 2% acetic acid aqueous

solution and then a 1% phosphomolybdate aqueous solution for differentiation. The samples were then soaked in an aniline blue solution,

followed by soaking in a 2% acetic acid solution. After dehydration with ethanol and clearing with xylene, the samples were sealed.

Immunohistochemical staining

Mouse lung tissues were fixed, embedded, sectioned, deparaffinized, rehydrated and incubated with primary antibodies followed by horse-

radish peroxidase-labeled secondary antibodies. Color was developed with DAB, observed under a microscope and photographed.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis and visualization were carried out using GraphPad Prism 8 software. SPSS 25.0 software was used to analyze the correlation

of clinical data of patients with Spearman coefficient. Quantitative data was illustrated in forms of count and percentage, and was compared

through chi-square test between groups. For laboratory experiments, Data are presented as MeanG SD. Comparisons between two groups

were performed using the t-test, while comparisons between multiple groups were conducted using the ANOVA test. p values<0.05 were

considered statistically significant.
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